
Abstract: Soybean is an important crop worldwide, and it is valued for the vegetable oil and high protein meal processed from the seeds.  Soybean has also been used directly as food, and it 
is enjoyed in a variety of cuisines, particularly those emanating from East Asia where soybean was domesticated.  Soybean research has led to both increased yields and seed quality through 
traditional plant breeding and applied genetics, molecular biology, and genomics.  My research efforts have been directed at increasing the functionality of the oil and meal components of 
soybean, and more recently to explore the expansion of soybean adaptation for high yield in more environments.  Examples of such efforts are the discovery of the high oleic acid soybean oil 
trait, the high energy meal trait, and the combination of those traits into soybeans adapted to all major US soybean production environments using molecular breeding.  We identify causative 
alleles responsible for the traits, develop perfect molecular marker assays to be deployed in breeding programs, and evaluate the trait combinations for effects on seed and agronomics.  
Developed germplasm can then be accessed for incorporation of the traits into elite lines in breeding programs.

Biography: Kristin Bilyeu is a Research Molecular Biologist with the USDA/ARS Plant Genetics Research Unit and an adjunct Professor in the Division of Plant Sciences at 
the University of Missouri.  Her research focus has been to increase the value of soybean by utilizing variant alleles of genes to improve seed composition, and ultimately 
plant performance.  Her expertise is in the translation of basic research to applied challenges utilizing biochemistry, molecular biology, genetics, and genomics to increase 
the efficiency of plant breeding and development of improved soybean varieties.  Dr. Bilyeu has an active field and laboratory research program that utilizes natural and 
induced genetic variation to determine the optimum allele combinations to improve soybean traits that provide value to crop production and nutritional enhancements to 
our food supply in the US and developing countries.
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